
Employee Appreciation  

Fun Ideas Employees Will Love 
 

Plan to recognize your employees: You don’t have to implement all of the suggestions but pick 

out a handful that you could manage to do well and that would carry sincere meaning for your 

employees. Some are easier to implement than others, but they all carry their own results. 

 

1. Celebrate Birthdays 

If your employees doesn’t mind (some may want to fly under the radar on their birthday), 

celebrate their birthdays! Cater in a healthy meal or get a fruit tray so everyone in the office can 

take part. Give the employee a day off that they can use whenever they want in the future. 

Birthdays are for gifts; what would your employees appreciate the most? 

2. Cheers from peers 

Make it easy for your employees to show appreciation for each other. Coworkers are aware of 

more than you might think during the day-to-day activities. Give them a chance to call out the 

positive things people are doing so they come to your attention, as well as everyone else’s 

attention. 

3. Ask your employees what they would like 

Survey your staff. Ask them how they would like to receive your appreciation. You may be 

surprised at the results and you can feel confident that you’re rewarding your team with 

something they will value. Survey Question: As an employee how would you like the organization 

to recognize you for your hard work and dedication? 

4. Go public with your appreciation 

Show you appreciate your employees by extending it beyond in-house recognition. Let the 

community know through social media. Take a photo, talk about how much you appreciate what 

your employee did, and how they earned this award. 

5. Reward your employees based on individual interests 

You know what says “I appreciate you” really well? Showing that appreciation in a manner that is 

unique to each person. Sure, a standard blanket kind of reward works (and is necessary) in some 

situations, but if you want to show how much you appreciate an individual, the best way to do it 



is to find out what they really like, what they’d be interested in, their hobbies, or what they want 

the most. 

6. Thank you notes are not dead 

An actual piece of paper that tells an employee that you appreciate them, thanking them for 

their work, can go a long way in a digital world. Whether it’s as simple as a quick post-it note or 

an actual card or a certificate. 

7. Give employees real choice and real voice 

Appreciation isn’t just a game and reward system. It should be built into your culture. One way 

to do that is to give your employees real choices and actual voices. Do your employees get to 

choose the projects they work on, or are they always assigned tasks? Do you listen to their ideas 

or concerns and take action on them? Genuine appreciation is foundational.  

8. Don’t knock the wall of fame 

A wall of employee photos might seem a bit old school, but it was popular for a reason. Even if 

it’s only where your employees can see it (i.e. the break room), it’s a good way for employees to 

get to know names and faces. 

9. Treats, just because 

Who doesn’t like a surprise treat that no one expected? Have a healthy lunch. Grab a bag of 

apples or granola bars and leave them in the break room. Treat your employees, just because 

you appreciate them. 

10. Put your employees on your website 

Take a look at your website. Are there any employees on there? Is there an opportunity for the 

community to get to know the employees? While it might not be feasible to put everyone on the 

website (especially if you are a large municipality), consider putting a fair number of employees 

on the website and letting them write their own bios. 

11. Party all the time 

We already mentioned birthday parties as a way to show appreciation for individuals, but why 

not celebrate together, as a complete municipality, on other special occasions? Holidays, 

meeting project, Wellness Wednesdays, or sometimes a celebration for a non-obvious reason. 

And, in those cases, choose a day and a time when employees might be struggling to chug 

through the week or day. 

 

 

 



12. Choose creative rewards 

Food, time-off, a bonus, a promotion—these are all good but typical rewards. Be creative and 

think about how you can make your reward different enough that it actually stands out as a part 

of the culture.  

13. Give rewards that are career-based 

A career-based reward is great for employees and will benefit your municipality as well. You can 

send employees to leadership training or let them choose an online class they would like to take. 

Even if it’s not directly related to their current job, you can show your employees you’re invested 

in them and their career.  

14. Take employees out to lunch 

Whether you choose to take employees out to lunch in groups (large or small), or individually to 

talk about how the job is going, it gets them out of the workplace and shows them that they 

have your ear. Sometimes talking about ideas for work is easier when you’re not sitting in the 

office. 

15. Create a wellness day 

Why not create your own, dedicated wellness day? While you could just give people the day off, 

a better approach is to do something together. Spend a day at a park having a barbecue, take 

everyone on a walk during lunch, offer fun activities throughout the day. Whatever it is, make it 

a high point of the year that your employees look forward to. Bonus: Keep in mind May 23rd is 

Municipal Wellness day across the province.  

16. Recognize non-work achievements 

You have employees who are doing incredible things. They are creating, volunteering, and doing 

all kinds of activities on their own time. Why not recognize them in front of the group? We all 

like to have people know more about us, but most of us don’t want to brag about ourselves. Do 

the bragging for your employees and show your whole team how amazing everyone is. 

17. The suggestion box is still a good idea 

Anonymous. Legitimate ideas or concerns. Heard, discussed, and action taken. The suggestion 

box is a powerful tool for your employees. It gives them a safe avenue to communicate things 

they might not otherwise feel comfortable doing. It shows you appreciate them by giving them 

every possible avenue of communication. 

 

 

 



18. Make it easy to volunteer and help 

When you have employees, who are inclined to volunteer, make it easy for them to help others. 

Whether you help them start a food drive at the office, bring kids to work to learn about the 

municipality, or take a week off to build houses, encourage them. Show them you appreciate 

their concern about the world around us. 

19. Got dogs? 

Not every organization would allow for such a thing, but if you have employees who are pet-

centric, consider having a day where they can bring their pet in (under specific circumstances).  

20. Have great swag 

Whether it’s municipal apparel, water bottles, stickers, pocket notepads, or iPad covers, make 

cool swag available for employees. The catch is that, if you’re going to do it, choose high quality 

items. Choose a water bottle that fits the lifestyle of your employees. Give swag that people 

would be proud to use for a long time. 

21. Have a lunch and learn 

Most of us like a chance to let others know interesting things about ourselves. Have a lunch time 

where your employees can share a hobby or interest with the rest of the employees. It’s a fun 

way to get to know each other and learn something you may never have thought to look into. 

22. Rethink your break room 

Is your break room a dingy gray room? It’s time to rethink of what the room is for: to give your 

employees a break. What if it was also a library? A gamer station? A place where people could 

listen to music or read a book, or play a game with others employees? A place with comfortable 

chairs? When you take your break room to the next level, you start to open the door to things 

like employee book clubs, or encouraging further education. You create a welcoming place to 

truly get away form work and refresh. 

23. Bring on the food trucks 

If you have food trucks in your area, why not give them a call and have them regularly park near 

your municipality? Whether you help cover the cost for the meals in full or through reward 

coupons, it’s a fun perk that breaks up the usual brown paper bag lunch. 

 


